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• Why we need a precise MMSSMh prediction
• MSSM diagrammatic/resummed calculations (FeynHiggs)
• EFT approach (SusyHD)
• Implications for theory uncertainties
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Importance of precise MMSSM
h
predictions
The Higgs mass accuracy: experiment vs. theory:
Experiment:
ATLAS: Mexph = 125.36± 0.37± 0.18 GeV
CMS: Mexph = 125.03± 0.27± 0.15 GeV
combined: Mexph = 125.09± 0.21± 0.11 GeV
MSSM theory:
LHCHXSWG adopted FeynHiggs for the prediction of MSSM Higgs boson
masses and mixings (considered to be the code containing the most com-
plete implementation of higher-order corrections)
FeynHiggs: δMtheoh ∼ 3 GeV
→ rough estimate, FeynHiggs contains algorithm to evaluate uncertainty,
depending on parameter point
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Does this mean that now there exists a better prediction for Mh in the
MSSM with substantially smaller theory uncertainty?
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Does this mean that now there exists a better prediction for Mh in the
MSSM with substantially smaller theory uncertainty?
⇒We will try to give some answers: full diagrammatic vs. EFT,
uncertainty estimates, . . .
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FeynHiggs approach (simplified): “from below”














2) (i, j = h,H) : renormalized Higgs self-energies
⇒ complex roots of det(M2hH(q
2)): M2hi
(i = 1,2): M2 =M2 − iMΓ
⇒ Feynman-diagrammatic approach
− diagrammatic calculation up to the two-loop level
− all MSSM particles contribute
main contribution: t/t˜ sector
− all (possibly different) mass scales taken into account explicitely
− self-energies as building blocks for further evaluations
⇒ FeynHiggs provides consistent predictions for Higgs masses,
Higgs couplings, Higgs BRs, . . .
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FeynHiggs approach (simplified): “from below”














2) (i, j = h,H) : renormalized Higgs self-energies
⇒ complex roots of det(M2hH(q
2)): M2hi
(i = 1,2): M2 =M2 − iMΓ
To capture effects of large stop mass scales:













Assumes that all SUSY mass scales are high at mt˜
⇒ added consistently to the diagrammatic result
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EFT approach (simplified / SusyHD): “from above”
• Assume all SUSY mass scales at one high scale MS
Below MS: only SM (“heavy particles integrated out”)
⇒ mass gap between EW scale and SUSY scale required
• EW scale input: SM parameter: ht(mt), gs(mt), . . . at the 2-loop level
• SUSY enters only via threshold corrections at MS at the 2-loop level
• Between EW scale mt and SUSY scale MS :
SM RGEs at the 3-loop level
λ(mt), ht(mt), gs(mt), . . . ↔ λ(MS)ht(MS), gs(MS), . . .
⇒ captured: logs of type Ln, Ln−1, Ln−2
• Evaluate running mass: M2h ∼ 2λ(mt)v
2 ⇒ conversion to pole mass
• Log resummation in t/t˜ sector: SusyHD: 3-loop , FeynHiggs: 2-loop
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Ranges of applicability:
1.) SUSY mass scales below ∼ 1 TeV require full calculation
2.) Log resum. for t/t˜ (beyond 2L) at MS
− effects at MS = 1 TeV:
− at MS = 2 TeV:
− at MS = 3 TeV:
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Ranges of applicability:
1.) SUSY mass scales below ∼ 1 TeV require full calculation
2.) Log resum. for t/t˜ (beyond 2L) at MS for ∆M
diagrammatic
h ∼ 40 GeV
− effects at MS = 1 TeV: tiny
− at MS = 2 TeV: ∆M
log−resum
h ∼ 2 GeV


































Mh(MS) for various approximations:
[FeynHiggs 2.10.0]
magenta: no log-resum for t/t˜
red: log-resum at 2-loop level
(→ included in FH)
All other logs less relevant!
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Ranges of applicability:
1.) SUSY mass scales below ∼ 1 TeV require full calculation
2.) Log resum. for t/t˜ (beyond 2L) at MS for ∆M
diagrammatic
h ∼ 40 GeV
− effects at MS = 1 TeV: tiny
− at MS = 2 TeV: ∆M
log−resum
h ∼ 2 GeV





⇒ FeynHiggs gives most reliable predictions for SUSY mass scales
below the level of 2− 3 TeV, where log contributions are not too large
i.e. at the scales relevant/interesting for LHC physics
(e.g. with light EW SUSY particles in the spectrum)
⇒ uncertainty estimate based on diagrammatic calculation reliable
⇒ EFT gives most reliable predictions for all SUSY mass scales
in the multi-TeV range
⇒ intermediate region:
both types of calculations can be used for uncertainty estimate
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Uncertainty estimates:
FeynHiggs (diagrammatic + log-resum): linear sum of
− missing 3-loop corrections in t/t˜ sector (change of mt def.)
− missing 2-loop corrections in b/˜b sector (∆b resummation)
− missing 2-loop corrections in EW sector (change of renormalizaion scale)
⇒ reliable estimate up to 2− 3 TeV or higher
SusyHD (EFT): linear sum of
− SM unc.: missing corrections from matching at mt and RGE evolution
− MSSM unc.: missing corrections from matching at MS





⇒ uncertainty estimate of ∼ 1 GeV
⇒ estimate for the multi-TeV range
⇒ unclear to which low scales it can be extrapolated
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Uncertainty estimate in SusyHD:
• non-log terms via threshold corrections to λ(MS)
− neglects terms of O (mt/MSUSY)
− non-log terms can be sizable, O (mt/MSUSY) can easily be of O (GeV)
− theoretical unc. in SusyHD for threshold terms via scale variation
⇒ does not capture non-log terms
• Effects of mt(mt)
NLO → mt(mt)
NNLO in SusyHD: 4 GeV
Same effects in [Draper, Lee, Wagner ’13] : <∼ 2 GeV
Difference should give indication of theory uncertainties >∼ 2 GeV




(prefactor 1) ⇒ very optimistic
• Not clear where (e.g. at MS = 2 TeV) differences between
SusyHD and FeynHiggs originate from
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SusyHD claim: large effects from top Yukawa coupling mt(mt):
SusyHD: 2-loop, FeynHiggs: 1-loop (consistent choice!) ⇒∆ <∼ 9 GeV
Shift in mt(mt) from NLO to NNLO: 1.8 GeV (for At/MSUSY ∼ 2)





















⇒ not the reason for discrepancy, effects captured by FH unc. estimate
⇒ EFT: effect of missing non-log contributions?
Uncertainty estimate too small . . . ?!
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Conclusions
• Logarithmic contributions to Mh become larger at MS = 2− 3 TeV
Largest logs from t/t˜ sector
• Below ∼ 2 TeV full MSSM spectrum covered by diagrammatic
calculation up to the 2-loop level
• FeynHiggs: diagrammatic (up to 2-loop) plus resummed logs from t/t˜
⇒ reliable results (at least) up to 2− 3 TeV
⇒ reliable uncertainty estimate
• EFT (one scale) approach better for all masses in the multi-TeV range
Not analyzed: down to which scale reliable
• SusyHD: uncertainty estimate below 2− 3 TeV questionable
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Back-up
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Xt = At − µ/ tanβ
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] }
Partial results: [S. Martin ’07]








Large mt˜ ⇒ large L ⇒ resummation of logs necessary ⇒ Method II
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Method II: Log resummation via RGE’s:
Excellent recent overview paper: [P. Draper, G. Lee, C. Wagner, arXiv:1312.5743]
Simple example for log resummation:
SUSY mass scale: MSUSY =MS ∼ mt˜
Above MSUSY: MSSM
Below MSUSY: SM
Relevant SM parameters: − quartic coupling λ
− top Yukawa coupling ht (αt = h
2
t /(4pi))
− strong coupling constant gs (αs = g2s /(4pi))
Procedure (as in FeynHiggs):
1. Take: ht(mt), gs(mt)
SM RGEs for ht, gs: ht, gs(mt)→ ht, gs(MS)
2. Take λ(MS), ht(MS), gs(MS)
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we want: M2h = 2 λ(mt) v
2
we know: λ(MS)
FeynHiggs Update – p.3
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FeynHiggs Update – p.4
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Espinosa, Quiros 1991 – Arason et al. 1992
FeynHiggs Update – p.5
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Carena et al. 2000




FeynHiggs Update – p.6
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FeynHiggs Update – p.7
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must subtract double counting!
FeynHiggs Update – p.8
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The best of both worlds:
to get the most precise prediction of Mh:
Combination of FD and RGE result!
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The best of both worlds:
to get the most precise prediction of Mh:
Combination of FD and RGE result!
Problem:
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Combination of FD and RGE result:
⇒ to avoid double counting:
subtract leading and subleading logs at one- and two-loop
Problem:
− FD result with XOSt ,M
OS
S ,mt






























S : no log differences!
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∣∣∣∣XMSt →XOSt ,MMSS =MOSS
⇒ combination of best FD result with
resummed LL, NLL corrections for large mt˜
⇒ most precise Mh prediction for large mt˜ ⇒ FeynHiggs 2.10.0
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Advantages of Feynman-diagrammatic method:
− all contributions at fixed order are captured
− trivial to include many SUSY scales
− full control over Higgs boson self-energies
→ needed for other quantities (production and decay)
Problems of Feynman-diagrammatic method:
− always only fixed order
− large logs not captured beyond the calculated order
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Advantages of RGE log resummation:
− large logs taken into account to all orders
− calculation can easily be extended to very large scales
Problems of RGE log resummation:
− not all contributions at fixed order are captured
→ sub-leading logs more difficult
→ momentum dependence
− difficult (impossible?): include many different SUSY scales
− difficult (impossible?): control over Higgs boson self-energies
→ needed for other quantities (production and decay)






MA = 1000 GeV
µ = 1000 GeV
M2 = 1000 GeV
mg˜ = 1600 GeV
tanβ = 10
Vary MS, Xt to analyze effects
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Mh(Xt/MS): [FeynHiggs 2.10.0]

















MSUSY = 1 TeV
MSUSY = 2 TeV
MSUSY = 5 TeV
MSUSY = 10 TeV
MSUSY = 15 TeV
MSUSY = 20 TeV
FeynHiggs 2.10.0
⇒ increase with MS, maxima at Xt/MS = ±2
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Mh(MS) for various approximations: [FeynHiggs 2.10.0]





























⇒ 3-loop good for MS <∼ 2 TeV, 7-loop: ∆ ∼ 1 GeV for MS = 20 TeV
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Mh(MS) compared with H3m: [FeynHiggs 2.10.0]
































⊕ beyond 3-loop important for precise Mh prediction!
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